The best formulations and technology for your vehicle.

Disc Brake Pads
ADAPTIVE ONE®
R90 EURO DISC
BRAKE PADS INCLUDE:

- Advanced noise reduction technology
- Low dusting ceramic formulations
- CleanCoat™ technology for more effective stopping during the break-in process and cleaner wheels
- European R90 certified for confident braking

BLUE CLEANCOAT™ TECHNOLOGY

CleanCoat™ technology for more effective stopping during the break-in process and cleaner wheels.

SPECIALIZED HARDWARE

The specialized hardware included in 95+% of sales is designed specifically for the ADO R90 Euro brake pads to ensure exceptional operation for the life of the pad.

Includes replacement torque-to-yield bolts where applicable.

ECE REGULATION 90 (R90)

- Required for all replacement brakes throughout the European Union
- Requires replacement friction to perform within 15% of the OE product
- Required on-car application specific testing:
  - Bedding or burnishing (initial effectiveness)
  - Performance
  - Thermal fatigue
  - High torque strength
  - Hardness and chemical composition
  - Dimension features
- Required tamper-proof sealed packaging

Proven Performance.
Confident Braking.
Satisfied Customers.